ABSTRACT. The aim of this paper is to present new more general Hardy-type inequalities for different kinds of fractional integrals and fractional derivatives.
Introduction
Let us start with the well known definitions of the Riemann-Liouville fractional integrals, see [5] and [14] .
Let The first result yields that the fractional integral operators are bounded in
where
G. H. Hardy proved the inequality (1.1) involving the left-sided fractional integral in one of his early paper, see [8] . The calculation for the constant K is hidden inside the proof. Inequality (1.1) refers to as inequality of G. H. Hardy. Many mathematicians gave generalizations and improvements of Hardy-type inequalities by giving applications for fractional integrals and fractional derivatives. They discover important and useful Hardy-type inequalities for convex functions as well as for superquadratic functions, (see [4] , [6] , [9] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [16] ). In this paper, we obtain some more general Hardy-type inequalities for different kinds of fractional integrals and fractional derivatives like RiemannLiouville fractional integrals, Caputo fractional derivative, fractional integral of a function with respect to an increasing function, Erdelyi-Kóber fractional integrals and Hadamard-type fractional integrals.
Let us recall some facts about fractional derivatives needed in the sequel, for more details see e.g. [1] , [7] . 
Let (Ω 1 , Σ 1 , µ 1 ) and (Ω 2 , Σ 2 , µ 2 ) be measure spaces with σ-finite measures and A k be an integral operator defined by
where k : Ω 1 × Ω 2 → R is measurable and non-negative kernel, f is measurable function on Ω 2 , and
The following theorem is given in [15] . 
ON REFINED HARDY-TYPE INEQUALITIES WITH FRACTIONAL INTEGRALS
If Φ is a non-negative convex function on the interval I ⊆ R, and ϕ : I → R is any function, such that ϕ ∈ ∂Φ(x) for all x ∈ Int I, then the inequality
holds for all measurable functions f :
where A k is defined by (1.2) and r : Ω 1 ×Ω 2 → R is non-negative function defined by
Throughout this paper, all measures are assumed to be positive, all functions are assumed to be positive and measurable and expressions of the form 0 · ∞, ∞ ∞ and 0 0 are taken to be equal to zero. Moreover, by a weight u = u(x) we mean a nonnegative measurable function on the actual interval or more general set.
The paper is organized in the following way. After introduction, in Section 2 and Section 3, we give more generalized results related to inequalities of G. H. Hardy for different kind of fractional integrals and fractional derivatives. Also we obtain some particular results for inequalities of G. H. Hardy which are discussed in [11] (see also [10] , [12] ).
Hardy-type inequalities for fractional integrals
Let us continue by taking the non-negative difference of the left-hand side and the right-hand side of the inequality given in (1.4) by taking Φ : Let (a, b), −∞ ≤ a < b ≤ ∞ be a finite or infinite interval of the real line R and α > 0. Also let g be an increasing function on (a, b) and g be a continuous function on (a, b). The left-and right-sided fractional integrals of a function f with respect to another function g in (a, b) are given by
and
respectively. In the following theorem, our first result involving fractional integral of f with respect to another increasing function g is given. We give results for the Riemann-Liouville fractional integrals and Hadamard-type fractional integrals as an applications of this theorem. continuous on (a, b) . Then the following inequality holds true:
, then (2.1) takes the form
This completes the proof.
Remark 1º Similar result can be obtained for the right sided fractional integral of f with respect to another increasing function g, but here we omit the details.
Here, we give a first special case for the Riemman-Liouville fractional integral. If g(x) = x, then I 
ÓÖÓÐÐ ÖÝ 2.1.1º Let
Then the following inequality holds true:
Now we continue with the definition of the Hadamard-type fractional integrals. Let (a, b) be finite or infinite interval of R + and α > 0. The left and right-sided Hadamard-type fractional integrals of order α > 0 is given by
respectively. Notice that the Hadamard fractional integrals of order α are special case of the left-and right-sided fractional integrals of a function f with respect to another function g(x) = log x in (a, b) where 0 ≤ a < b ≤ ∞, the following result follows.
ÓÖÓÐÐ ÖÝ
Now we present definitions and some properties of the Erdélyi-Kober type fractional integrals. Some of these definitions and results were presented in Samko et al. in [17] .
Let (a, b) (0 ≤ a < b ≤ ∞) be a finite or infinite interval of the half-axis R + . Also let α > 0, σ > 0, and η ∈ R. We consider the left-and right-sided integrals of order α ∈ R defined by
and 
